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The development of E-Government experiencing stagnant growth. E-Government is only seen as a project that should be followed and a trend of government. Bandar Lampung city as the capital of Lampung province itself has implemented several services through E-Government as LPSE Bandar Lampung and Information Systems General Plan Procurement (Syrup) Bandar Lampung, but also one that is contained in the Communications and Information Agency of Bandar Lampung is SIDALMENTEL (Telecommunication Tower Control Information System). SIDALMENTEL become very important for Bandarlampung because with this system create restrictions and management of telecommunications tower construction is to be good.

This research uses descriptive type with qualitative method approach, the focus of this research uses the concept of Indrajit that there are important indicators in the implementation of e-government is the data infrastructure, legal infrastructure, institutional infrastructure, human infrastructure, technology infrastructure, and strategic thought leaders. While the study site is located in the Office of Communications and Information Bandarlampung. Results from this study is SIDALMENTEL in the Office of Communications and Information Bandarlampung it into Government to Business (G2B), deficiencies in collecting, updating and securing data on SIDALMENTEL, the lack of cooperation among institutions, lack of personnel or employees to manage SIDALMENTEL, no SIDALMENTEL training manager, the absence of a special computer to manage SIDALMENTEL.
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